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ABSTRACT
Discussion of similarity laws for jet noise as suggested by experi-
ments. Construction of a model line emitter. Near field pressure co-
variances and spectra. Phase coherence of the near pressure field,
non-linear couplings in the process of generation of turbulence.
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In this talk I shall report on some experiments we have done on
jet noise; I will attempt to sketch the status of our knowledge and our
ignorance in this field. Incidentally, I will expose you to a point of
view, and show you some of the interesting but difficult phenomena
which occur in turbulent jets.
The father of the theory of jet noise is of course Lighthill, who
suggested the following useful approximation to the far field pressure
fluctuations caused by a region of turbulence imbedded in quiescent air
(Eq. 1).
is the distance from the emitting region; _£ and _} are velocity
fluctdations, _ is pressure and GU the speed of sound. 2he integral
is evaluated at retarded time, _ I_-_l/_ being the time it takes a
signal to go from "_ to _ .
This formula has produced many useful similarity relations, it has
bean a guide post for all subsequent work on jet noise.
Ribner has suggested a modification of Eq. (I), namely to express
the integrand in terms of pressure fluctuations in the turbulent region
(2)
and we shall interpret our results in a similar way.
Since the turbulent field of a jet is random, we have to be content
by a statistical description. Whether one considers the use of statis-
tics a confession of ignorance or an ability to rise above trivial detail
does not matter; one still finds that one must remain content with de-
scriptions of the lowest orders of stati3tlcal measures.
These are the mean square fluctuation, the time correlation or its
Fourier transform, the po_er spectral density. The far field time cot-
relatlon of pressure is, in terms of Lighthill's approximation,:
appropriate to the locations "_
t and _ are the retarded times
and _ , and < > denotes an ensemble
average.
An experimenter looking at Eq. (3) is not going to be very happy.
It tells him that the pressure time correlation in the far field, which
he can measure using a single microphone and some electronic gadgetry,
can also be found by measuring quadruple space-tlme correlations of the
velocity fluctuations for all pairs of points _ and _ within the
jet, and then evaluate the sextuple integral. This is a very ambitious
undertaking, and is one reason why it has never been done. Besides just
the problems of complexity of such measurements, it is difficult to use
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hot _lres at high subsonic Machnumbers. The hot wires give plenty of
output, but it is very difficult to distinguish between velocity and
temperature fluctuations.
When _e started our measurements, _e realized that the theory of
ae_-odynamic noise could never be checked in detail. Furthermore, acous-
tics is much easier to understand than turbulence. We therefore decided
to stress measurements near and in the jets, hoping to discern some of
the simpler features of the turbulent field. We also did measure for
field pressures, and intended to see if we could not connect the two
sets of o0servations somehow, using the equations of sound propagation.
2. Experimental set-up.
Fig. 1 shows the experimental set-up. It is included because it
was so expensive--expensive mostly in terms of the extended effort re-
quired to eliminate parasitic sources of turbulence and noise. Our cri-
terion was that the far field spectra should not change when we changed
jet velocity, diameter and other parameters, and which decreased in
amplitude as _/_ when the microphone was moved. When one manages to
modify the apparatus to eliminate the more obvious parasitic signals,
one i_ able to discern others which were hidden before; they again mask
the still smaller ones.
After extensive modifications over a long period of time, we finally
reached a stage where narrow band spectra of sound and velocity fluctua-
tions only depended upon jet parameters, and not upon any others, such
as pipe vibrations and upstream velocity and temperature fluctuations.
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3. Results
The first question one has to ask is how well do small jets simu-
late larger ones. Fig. 2 shows the power spectral density of sound
emitted from jets from different nozzles. The diameter and nozzle
lengths vary. The point in the far field chosen is the worst one for
similarity. The small, short nozzle has a laminar boundary layer on
the nozzle wall at the exit and the others have turbulent boundary
layers.
We also tried one nozzle with vortex generators on the nozzle wall
several diameters upstream of the exit plane.
It can be seen that when the wall boundary layer is turbulent, Rey-
nolds number ceases to be an important parameter, and all the spectra
are similar.
Fig. 3 shows the mean Machnumber profiles, and the hypothesis that
shear layer thickness grows linearly with distance from the nozzle exit
seems valid.
We were then ready to start poklng around with microphones in the
near field of the jets, and Fig. 4 shows an installation of two micro-
phones at opposite sides of a jet. Among the quantities we measured
were space- time correlations of pressure fluctuations in the immediate
vicinity of the jets.
A simplified block diagram of the data-recording system is shown
in Fig. 5.
Using a magnetic tape recorder to obtain a relative time delay be-
tween the signals from two microphones, multiplying the signal and
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averaging the product, we obtained their cross-correlatlon.
Plotting correlation versus time delay on an x - y plotter, the
correlation was obtained.
Fig. 6 shows examples of correlation curves obtained this way.
Before a run, we recorded the autocorrelation of a 20kc slnusoldal
signal, This is a cosine curve with period 50 microseconds in delay
t ime _ .
We then recorded the autocorrelation of white, or rather grey noise,
which has a sharp maximum at zero time delay. _his provided the origin
and scale in correlation time.
Fig. 6 shows autocorrelations of near field pressure for two Mach-
numbers, the delay time has been scale with jet exit velocity. The
similarity is apparent.
Using two microphones just outside the jet, separated by a dis-
tance _=_n the axial direction, we obtained the correlation coeffi-
cient curves shown in Fig. 7 for two exit Machnambers, using a scaled
delay time. The similarity is evident.
It is also interesting to note that the correlation phase takes more
time to reach a certain _ than does correlation amplitude.
One may say that the correlation phase speed is less than the "group"
speed.
If one plots phase displacement versus delay time, one obtains the
results shown in Fig. 8 which shows that the phase speed increases with
distance from the nozzle exit. This is reasonable, since an increasing
part of the pressure signal is sound, and moves at the speed of sound
with respect to the medium.
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Measuring the pressure correlation coefficient across the jet, _e
obtalned the results sho_n in Fig. 9.
Beyond the point _here the boundary layer on the nozzle _all is
turbulent, _hich is at Machnumber 0.6 for this particular jet, the cor-
relations sho_ a similar behavior _ith distance from the nozzle exit
plane.
Fig. 10 sho_s ho_ the root mean square pressure varies along the
jet. It increases _ith distance up to one diameter a_ay from the exit
plane and then decays.
4. A simple model emitter.
The data suggest that one may perhaps represent the fluctuating
pressure field in terms of rather simple functions.
For example, one may consider the jet as a semi-infinite line
emitter, a seml-tnfinite antenna for sound, if you like.
A possible distribution of sound sources of a certain _ave-number
_here _ is a decay parameter, _ the .ave-number, V a phase speed
The set of functions _ItLIO(_ _ are related to the Laguerre
polyuomials in _ , and thus forv_a complete set on the interval O } O_
^
It is easy to compute the far field from such an emitter. The cor-
resporiding far field pressure at _ , _ and _ is:
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Fig. ii sho_s ho_ the source density _I varies along _ .
By differentiating this expression _ith respect to the space vari-
ab]es, _e can find the fields for dipoles and quadrupoles _ith density
di_trlbutions_ along the x-axis.
The choice of this distribution illustrates an important point I
_ould llke you %o note. If you think you kno_ some jof the features of
a random function, for goodness sake put it in, and don't just use the
general form of the Fourier-Stieltjes integral, but pull out of the
Fourier amplitude _A (_)as much as you can, such as the fact that the
J
di,_t!irbances do move, that their amplitude changes _ith _ and disappears
at infinity etc. 2his leaves only our real ignorance hidden in the sta-
tlstics.
From Eq.5-_e can compute the far field pressure correlation from
a quadruple distribution _ith density _ :
s.t.. _ z
o_ with a change in variable, to reflect the fact that waves travelling
along the emitter appear foreshortened when projected on _ :
_(_ is the wavenumber spectral
density of the emitter:
_here the angular brackets denote an ensemble average.
the directions of the
qqadrupoles, assuming the statistical measures of quadrupole direction
/
to be axisymmetrical.
This dependence upon M and @ has been obtained previously by
Williams, namely that the far field signal is proportional to:
/
_is number variable, chosen so as to give the properthe new wave
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Doppler sealing between emitter wave number and wave number in the far
field.
Our model emitter thus behaves according to established tradition.
We may _ext ask how much of each klnd of quadrupoles should the
model emitter containj what is the phase velocity of each wave number
component, and in general examine the near field in more detail in the
hope that we can calculate the far field.
5. Pressure correlations for different frequency bands.
Let us first look at our results for space-time correlations of
individual frequency bands. They were obtained using bandpass filters
for each microphone signal before putting the signals into the corre-
lator, as shown in Fig. 12.
A typical set of results are sho_n in Fig. 13. The autocorrelation
shown in the top of the figure is more a characteristic of the bandpass
fi!tec than of the pressure signal so we have to avoid attributing any
deeper significance to it.
The space-time cross-correlatlons, however, indicate that _e may
find phase speed and correlation amplitude variation for each frequency
band.
The correlation amplitude variation is sho_n in Flg. 14_pshowing
that correlations do first increase and then decay, but differently for
each frequency band. The higher the frequency, the further upstream is
its maximum correlation, but the maxima do occur at flnite _9_ , rather
than at zero _-_ :_ . The highest frequencies have their maximum correla-
tion further upstream than shown in the figure.
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The phase displacements versus delay time for several frequen-
cies are shown in Fig. _ It is difficult to find a systematic varia-
tion with either frequency, Machnumber or distance from the jet exit _ .
The phase speed seems to increase with distance; this is reasonable since
one should expect that more and more of the correlated part of the sig-
nal is sound as the microphones are moved further apart.
Next we take a look at the pressure correlations across the jet,
in order to find estimates of the relative content of axisymmetric, el-
liptlcal and doubly bulged pressure field around the jet (Fig. I_').
This shows a crude breakdown of t_ circumferential correlation
field into three terms:
A_ is the fraction which is axlsymmetric,
_:/h:_j the fraction of "dipole" structure lateral to the jet axis; and
C_j is the fraction with "quadrupole" structure normal to the jet axis.
Knowing the phase speeds, the maxima and decay parameters for dif-
ferent frequency components, and the power spectral density of pressure
fluctuations at the jet, we should be able to compute the far field power
spec_r_lm. The power spectral density of the near field is shown in Fig.
1_, typical far field spectra in Fig. 17 .
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It is a pity it doesn't work. The reason is that emitters of dif-
ferent type have different power spectral densities.
Just looking at the far field spectra we see that this must be the
CaSe,
The persistence of high frequency emission at larger values of
indicates that the jet must contain high frequency emitters which emit
predominantly in a direction almost normal to the jetj while the low
frequency emitters emit in directions closer to the jet axis.
This directionality is also quite apparent if one compares the
total rms pressure in the far field (Fig. 18) with the rms pressure in
low (Fig. _) and high (Fig. 2_) frequency bands.
We measured space-time correlations of pressure fluctuations between
different frequency bands, using the set-up shown in Fig. 12, just that
the bandpass filters were tuned to different frequencies.
Fig. 25 shows some sample results. In the left half of Fig. 2_a,
the upstream microphone output was tuned to pass the band 8 to 9 kc,
the downstream microphone output to 6 to 7 kc. The space time correla-
tion remains significantly different even for a microphone separation
of 1.5 D.
This might be rather upsetting to those who are accustomed to
thinking of the world in terms of linear systems.
What the data are telling us is that turbulence comes in packages,
containing components of all frequencies, and that different frequency
components preserve their phase relationships over a few jet diameters.
One of my students, Dr. Browand, investigated the instability pro-
cesses in a two-dimensional free shear layer, measuring velocity fluctua-
tions in the layer. The power spectral density of velocity fluctuations
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in the early shear layer was measured using a ]oud speaker just outside
the wind tunnel to trigger the instability. (Fig. 22) The spectrum of
forced instability oscillations show sharp distinct peaks at the forcing
frequency gO and at 500 , and also at the subharmonic frequency
o
• !
(_/_ and its harmonics 3_/2and _----_/_. 2he forcing apparently
fixes the relative phase of the frequency components caused by non-
linear interactions.
Removing the forcing, one obtains a smoother spectrum, as shown.
The smoothing most probably results from phase randomization of the fun-
damental instability. Therefore, although the velocity signal now is
random, one should expect to see intermittently a rather regular spatial
structure in the shear layer.
Using some imagination, one may also discern such a regular struc-
ture in a shadow picture of a jet (Fig. 2_).
A further piece of supporting evidence is found by looking at a
space-time correlation of pressure near a low speed jet (Fig. 2_) where,
for small correlation distances, one frequency seems to dominate the
cross-correlation, while at larger separation distances, a subharmonic
oscillation is dominant.
Whether the process can be described as "the tail wagging the dog",
i.e. that the early jet responds to the pressure field associated with
fluctuations further downstream, or the process is one of parametric
amplification, as described by Kelly, is interesting, and deserves to
be pursued further.
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Concldsions
There are obviously problems left to be solved in the field of Jet
noise. They involve some fundamental questions about the statistical
structure of shear flow turbulence. It is suggested that turbulence,
at least as far as some of the lower order statistical measures are con-
cerned, may be more regular than we think it is, if one only could find
a new way of looking at it.
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